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Dad, I _____________ some money for tomorrow school trip.

am needing need

need
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Mm! This curry _____________ delicious! Have you made it yourself?

is tasting tastes

tastes
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 - Jack. _______ you _____________ a good time?

Do … haveAre … having

Are having

        - Yes, but unfortunately I _____________ leave soon.have to

am having to have to
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                           - Where is grandpa?
                           - He _____________ in the back garden.

worksis working

is working
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 - Jim, I _____________ your suitcase. Shall I put in your yellow tie?

packam packing

am packing

 - Oh, no! I ____________ it. hate

am hating hate

    But I ____________ to take my green one. want

am wanting want
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                           Don’t let anyone into the surgery. 
The doctor _____________ one of his patients.

seesis seeing

is seeing
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Our Spanish teacher has given us a text to read, 
but I _____________________ it. 

am not 
understanding

don’t 
understand
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It ________________ a lot of difficult words.

don’t understand

contains

is containing contains



      - Is your brother still unemployed?
      - No, he  _____________ in my uncle’s office for the time being,
        but he _____________ for a job in his own field.

works / looks
is working / 

is looking

is working
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is looking

is working / 
looks

works / 
is looking



Sandra’s mother is a scientist. 
She _____________ at a university hospital in the city center.

is working works

works
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We _______________ in a flat big enough for us and our baby. 

are living live
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But at the moment my husband’s niece ________________ with us,
so we are short of space.

live

is living

livesis living



 - _______ you ______________ her name? 

Are … 
remembering

Do … 
remember
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I ______________ that it _____________ with a B.

Do

think

am thinking / 
is starting

think / starts

starts

remember

think / 
is starting

am thinking / 
starts



My favorite group _____________ at the Town Hall tonight.

playsis playing

is playing

 Everybody ___________ . Is going

goesis going

  ______ you ____________ to come with us? Do

Are … 
wanting

Do … want
12/12

want
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